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boom!

When Yao Lao’s voice fell, the whole world seemed to be plunged into

a dead silence.

Everyone couldn’t even say a word. At this moment, they felt like they

had been hit by a giant hammer, completely dumbfounded!

Lin…Mr. Lin?

This is so crazy!

The genius doctor Lin, who is famous for China and is known as the

backbone of the country, is actually Lin Fan?

Everyone feels that their worldview has completely collapsed!

This guy is obviously the Lin Family Abandoned Young Master, how

could he be the so-called genius doctor Lin?

Got it wrong!

This must be something wrong!

Puff!

Puff!

At the moment when he heard Yao Lao’s words, Huo Dongying, Liu

Xi and others were paralyzed in fright, and a touch of despair appeared

on their faces!

That’s it!

This time, it’s over!

They finally understood what was going on, why Yao Lao wanted Lin

Fan to be the new president, and why the dignified state leader would

personally promote Lin Fan.

It turned out that he was the genius doctor Lin who shocked China

and foreign countries some time ago and made a lot of face for China!

just!

They can’t figure it out!

How could this be?

How could this waste become a hero of the nation?

Some time ago, Lin Shenyi frustrated overseas doctors and shocked

China and foreign countries. The entire China Huaxia reported his

news for more than a month!

Even Yao Lao publicly praised him more than once!

I even said that Master Lin’s medical skills are superior to him, and he

will lead Huaxia Chinese Medicine to the world in the future!

But what everyone did not expect was that the genius doctor Lin who

attracted the attention of everyone was Lin Fan who they despised.

God, is this a big joke with them?

Huo Dongying’s face was pale, as if even his brain had stopped

working at this moment, just looking at Lin Fan so directly, she was

already frightened.

Lin Fan, Lin Fan is Lin wise doctor!

And he actually offended the genius Doctor Lin just now?

No wonder Lin Fan faced their humiliation so peacefully.

No wonder Lin Fan was so overbearing to let them go.

At this moment, all young people like Huo Dongying understood.

But it is precisely because they understand that they are afraid.

Lin Fan is about to become the new president of the Medical

Association, but they have offended Lin Fan just like that. The other

party only needs a word, and they will be completely unlucky.

At this time, they are almost scared to pee!

And see here!

Zhou Botong and Zhang Jianjun were also completely dumbfounded,

and they seemed to be incredibly surprised by this sudden change!

Especially Zhang Jianjun!

At this moment, his face is hard to see the extreme!

Because he knew very well that he couldn’t keep his position as

president today!

Damn the Lin family, what kind of monster they have cultivated!

A great master in his early twenties, plus a genius doctor who is famous

for China, how could such a state master not care about it?

Now!

He began to feel uneasy, because he knew very well that Lin Fan had

an unlimited future. If he dared to offend him, he would definitely not

end well!

Originally thought Lin Fan was a worm, so he didn’t care about it.

But this worm has now turned into a dragon, how can he accept it?

The damn Lin family has made him an enemy invisibly!

The atmosphere of the audience became extremely depressed at this

time!

Everyone looked at Lin Fan with a horrified look, as if they had seen a

ghost alive.

At this moment, Old Yao also noticed that Lin Fan was dirty, and

suddenly asked incomprehensibly:

“Xiao Lin, why are you a booze?”

Hear the words!

Liu Xi’s heart suddenly shook, and the whole person was like falling

into an ice cellar, and his face was bloody.

And Lin Fan smiled gloomily and looked at Liu Xi coldly:

“Ho ho, then you have to ask her.”
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